


“Anthropological accounts from entirely
different continents report that members
of indigenous, oral tribes, after seeing
the European reading from a book or
from his notes, came to speak of the writ-
ten pages as “talking leaves,” for the
black marks on the flat, leaflike pages
seemed to talk directly to the one who
knew their secret.”

David Abram, The Spell of the Sensuous
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GOD'S IS WILL AND
MEANING-MAKING

God does whatever God wills. 
Qur'an 2:253

The uncontainable totality and motivation of

all that is contained in both the heavens and

on earth induces whatever the incomprehen-

sible uniqueness that manifests and sustains

all and nothing brings about through its divine

tautology.
Translation of English Qur'an 2:253
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Are you narrating?

It’s been a pleasure.

poof
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Just when I thought
I had finally real-
ized the world as
p reconditioned no-
t h i n g, the elastic
snapped back into
place. 

Once again I was
not here. 

I was over there
projecting predju-
dices onto your infi-
nite being.

And yet, at the same
time I became
increasingly aware
of both the impres-
siveness of simple
machines (ie:
swings) and the
ever-soaring height
of my waistline.

Was I infested with demons? Or was the Earth manifest-
ing as cosmic joke?

I thought to myself: There are so many options. I choose
Love. And my knickers grew snug.
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The Ah of Form manifests as language on a Prophetic continuum.

The Source of all Being emerges as 
sound from the prophetic mouth, 

as the tongue manipulates warm air 
and facilitates the vocal focus 

of the all-pervading universal It.
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The breath like animal like an

understood communion in the

woods. The human meets the

mountain lion and knows a

heart beat. Language in stilled

fear with geometric air.

The Recitation:

Neti Neti in words.

The most immediate people

perceive the sound as language

and are confronted with words.
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Wo rds begin in n - d i m e n s i o n s — a re
asymmetric and continuously sided
non-objects. The word and its meaning
are forever in a state of perpetual reeval-
uation; socially agreed upon for an
undefined amount of time—a sonic air
of bodies in contexts. And, like the hu-
man (infinite being), the word refuses to
be cast as an idol-thing and understands
that the graven image is the grave par
e x c e l l a n c e .   
From “terrifying” comes “terrific” and
the party was just so.

TIME

HAND

GIVE
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If you think
I’m gonna
get in there
you’re crazy!
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The idol-thing, manufactured or otherwise, stands in place of its signifi-
cance, its “nature,” its is-ness, its nothing special-ness, its in-and-of-its-
self-ness, its not possible-ness, as well as its context and history. As such,
the idol is the medium of separation. It is the brick wall. It is the frozen
definition. It is the word as last word. Yet, words by their nature are
destroyers of stasis—destroyers of closure. Closure is a fallacy and a total-
itarian gesture. It simply does not occur though its presense, like a steel
ghost, is always felt. This apparition, the object as finite, is a false God.
However, the object as focus-point is a blessed medium. This is why foci-
based spirituality (forms of anarcho-Sufism/Islam [Qaaba], tantra, kun-
dalini yoga, Hinduism, paganism, et al) are not (necessarily) idolatry.
Whereas the frozen discourse of modern monotheism (scholar/ulema
worship, form/gesture worship, parroting of prophets) often IS. Oh, how
the tides have turned…
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SHARI'A: Commonly translated as “law,” however,
here experienced as SUCHNESS since we recognize
law to be man-made [sic] and an insult. Shari'a is
therefore the suchness of existence preceding, fol-
lowing, and enveloping human involvement. There
is no law other than being and occurrence. Things
are and be. “Man”-made law is a simulation of such-
ness. It is corruption and the ultimate expression of
a failed society.

TARIQA: Commonly translated as “path,” but here
understood to be LIFE as every microcosmic expres-
sion of the life-living-dying is part and parcel of the
path itself. Path IS Life. The fulfillment of tariqa
occurs both self-aware and self-ignorant since all
beings “go” willingly or unwillingly.

HAQIQA: Usually translated as “Truth,” however
h e re translated as THE MERGING OF DIRECT
AND PRE-SOCIALIZED EXPERIENCE WITH “IT”
IN A SIMULTANEOUS IMPLODING OF BOTH
S H A R I ' A AND TA R I Q A WITH OR WITHOUT
HUMAN PA RT I C I PATION. It is Chogyam
Trungpa's “blue pancake” and the clap of the zen
wood block. It simply is and your Kali-severed head.
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The only idol is the wor(l)d
c o n c retized. The fencing of
free-thought is codified expe-
rience. Yet, words are chang-
ing code that disrupt codifica-
tion. The nature of word s
resisting containment pre-
cedes rebellious speak. Words
already are rebellion and thus
the greatest of Recitations (i.e.
the Ecstatic Prophetic in any
form it takes, be that rock in
river or finger towards moon)
exists as the greatest of rebel-
lions. The Perpetual and
Always Greater Than, opened
up to all its complexity, is the
destroyer of finality—destroy-
er of the last word! The
Uncontainable is the pro o f
that the end is never nye. Lawmaker?

Interpreter?
Fascist?

The Historian Ibn Khaldun describes fiqh as “knowledge of the
rules of God which concern the actions of persons who are
themselves bound to obey the law respecting what is required
(wajib), forbidden (haram/mahzur), recommended (mandub),
disapproved (makruh) or merely permitted (mubah).” Fuck fiqh!
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The material of this wo r l d

( p r o p h e ti c , d r e a m t , a n d / o r

empirical) is the material of this

world—to be ex p e r i e n c e d

uniquely by all as sign-posts.

Guides are not Gods so long as

Gods are not not not not…

A privelaged class
of self-proclaimed
religious  “scholars”
“ t e a ch” (tell) yo u
h ow to act. Th e y
“interpret” “the
word of God©” in
order to better
explain “what God
meant” and perpet-
uate the myth that
the “unlearned” do
not have the tools
to read and inter-
p e rate texts.
H ow e ve r, institu-
tionalized methods
of reading are just
the problem. We
are looking to cre-
ate, in the words of
Bruce A n d r e w s ,
“wild readers.” It is
in the interest of
those who are paid-
to-learn to keep you
unlearned. If there
was no one to
teach, how would
they earn? Fo r, if
people can see,
then institutions
burn.

The only perceived constant is the constant
reemerging of what “is” as it appears to be. The
person next to me accesses an entirely specific
version of reality that is no less true than my own;
no less significant; no less edgeless. The Zen
priest says: Well this is all real isn't it? 

Yes is a sound.

I

like this

map

However, the companions of Prophetic Guides encounter knowl-
edge while rooted in time and in moments. They too utilize the lim-
ited faculties of human sense in engaging the word. They too expe-
rience only a time-pegged truth in their reading so long as they
themselves are close-hearted.
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The conventional ear picks up a
pattern and in t i m e (the nature
of which is culturally defined)
the word in potentia cuddles
and becomes intimate with oth-
ers to form sentences—each
poly-cubic wor(l)d contingent
and effecting the next. God-
speak erupts from the Pro p h e t i c
body and ru p t u res the under-
stood concepts of chro n o l o g y,
l i n e a r i t y, and theme, and in so
doing allows entrance by way of
an infinite number of doors. 

Surprised, the human being
feels for solid ground and looks
for and/or constructs an institu-
tion. Upon meeting the text the
reader sees a reflection of her-
self. Where she is at at this
moment, the lion tongue speaks.
As such, the emphasis is once
again placed on the human.
Which path am I going to take?
F rom this, to where? All arro w s
point back towards the re a d e r
who attempts to embrace the
text by engaging the Divine mir-
ro r. And as Suhrawardi has said,
the mirror contains bodies in
s u s p e n s i o n .

Yet, with love comes fear. Fear is
c l o s u re. Fear is egoic re s i s t a n c e
to the greater Allahu 'alam—T h e
Exactly This All embodied in the
c rush of knowing, timeless in
relation to etcetera. Fear ru n s
f rom its shadow, love, its
absence, and hides behind a veil

of rigid definitions and bound-
aries. If this, than that. If that,
than not this. No longer a mir-
ro r, God-speak reflects only a
h a rd - w i red and flat two-dimen-
sional map. It becomes a code of
laws—petrified and lifeless. 

Books, once alive, become
b reathless and quiet on shelves.
The beat of their hearts slows to
an almost unperceivable twitch.
In worse cases, the unfolding of
meaning-making has been
vacated to the point of re n d e r-
ing certain texts unre a d a b l e .
They are angry and re s e n t f u l .
They cover their potential in
h a t e .

W h e re once towered endless
shelves of possibilities, the used
“spiritual” bookstore (New A g e ,
Islamic, Judaic, Christian, meta-
physical, etc.) quivers under the
b u rden of institutionalized re l i-
gious bricks. Years after and a
body slides the remnants of an
authenticity from between two
covers. Having picked it up
many times before, and unaware
of his programming, he fails to
shake the hex of institutional-
ized dogma. He returns it to the
shelf with a re v e rence, the ori-
gins of which he is unsure, and
angrily whispers under his
b reath: “This is bullshit. I don't
need some 'God' telling me how
bad I am or what to do.” (Pause)

R E A D I N G  I S  F U N
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It became devistatingly apparent that there had to be another option.
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“By using anarchism as a model for read-

ing…, I am attempting to suggest a nonintru-

sive model for acknowledging the cultural

connections, the semi-autonomy that occurs

in literature…. Anarchic reading as I have

envisioned it values an elasticity of respons-

es. It suggests aesthetic coalitions instead of

dominant models of culture or literature.”

Juliana Spahr Everybody's Autonomy:

Connective Reading and Collective

Identity
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3
2
1We look for ways to arouse

the book, and convince it of
our worth. 

We ask the book to trust us,
and open itself to our poten-
tial. 

In turn we give life to our
no-selves and open to con-
versation.
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Are you speaking for us all?

Who are you asking? The I-am many-

and-not-all-though-I-do speak?

You are many in deeds.

How many of you are there?

Let us change positions, for now I am

talking as you and we are many.

Perhaps too many or just enough.
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This area* (our momentarily
shared and boundaried
space) ta kes seriously the
elusive non-singular.*

Viva

Rabi’a 
dreaming

Burn down Heaven and drown Hell.
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Oxygen suffocates 
the singular.

Oxygen suffocates 
the reductive.

Oxygen is the natural 
nemesis of the defined.

Meaning: 

it is never one, it is never won, and

it is never-one.

However…
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“Meaning isn't just a surplus value to be eliminated—it

comes out of a product of practice…. Not passively, as

a derivative of a system of differences (predefined) prior

to consumption…. Instead, active—back & forth: a relay

constantly making contexts out of a fabric of markings:

writing & reading.”

B ruce A n d rews “Writing Social Wo rk & Po l i t i c a l

Practice” Paradise & Method

The text as book is, in its simplest from, a collection of words.
And yet, even this crude definition bares enough nerves to elec-
trify the cosmos. Words are points of intersection. Words are
story—his- and her-story. The battle within institutionalized
religion is one over meaning (singular). A battle over one is
always already lost. By contrast, a battle, over, is won. This
boundaried space says words means and as such are created,
enacted, contested, and destroyed by individuals in communi-
ty. As Stanley Fish states in his essay “Literature and the
Reader,” “The statement as an utterance…is no longer an
object, a thing-in-itself, but an event, something that happens
to, and with the participation of, the reader. And it is this event,
this happening…that is, I would argue, the meaning of the sen-
tence”(25).

H o w e v e r, neither creation, enaction, or contestation re i g n
supreme. Each is an event in the happening that is meaning-
making. Meanings are developed (developing) and test them-
selves in the people-sphere. Fish speaks further in his essay
“Normal Circumstances, Literal Language, Direct Speech Acts,
the Ordinary, the Everyday, the Obvious, What Goes without
Saying, and Other Special Cases” where he states that
“Language does not have a shape independent of its context,
but since language is only encountered in contexts and never in
the abstract, it always has a shape, although it is not always the
same one” (268).
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The question is, will “fork” ever mean
“shoe” or will it hold fast? Can we
c reate a friction and ignite this
deviance if only for an evening? The
night is still young and food never
tasted so good!

They are but names coded that you have name-coded, you

and your fathers, for which the Uncontainable Totality of Is-

ness has sent no inspired body-knowledge, no such-ness as

authority.
Translation of English Qur'an 53:23

Here, have
some fish.*

*The world's oceans will be empty of fish by the year 2048, predicts an international team of ecologists
and economists. The cause: the disappearance of species due to overfishing, pollution, habitat loss, and
climate change. From a study by Boris Worm, PhD, of Dalhousie University in Halifax, Nova Scotia.
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But still the cup sits on the counter while I
attack it with story. I obliterate its possibil-
ity with “not my cup” and “dirty dishes.”
Beneath every “Who's cup are you?” is a
subtle “When cup will you?” 

Perhaps it is a fantasy….
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“It is enough, for now, to ceaselessly
combine words of like languages, but a
day comes in an unspecified cycle when
our heads ignite and we gladly utter
every sound our throats, tongues, lips,
and palettes are capable of in psychic
concert, spreading a vibrating plateau of
terrestrial protosong.”

Daniel Nomo Higgs, The Book of Antennae
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